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TPA3140D2 PLIMIT and AGL

ABSTRACT
The TPA3140D2 Class D audio power amplifier is the latest analog input amplifier with clipped power level
limiter (PLIMIT) and advanced unclipped automatic gain limiter (AGL) features to limit the output power.
Both of these features prevent excessive output power and safeguard the speakers. This application note
describes the differences in and usage of these features.
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1 General Overview
The TPA3140D2 has built-in power limiters: PLIMIT and Adjustable Gain Limiter (AGL). These functions
prevent excessive output power for speaker load protection. PLIMIT and AGL limit the output signal
differently.

PLIMIT is a voltage limiting function that will simply limit the output signal. The voltage limit is done by
setting external resistor divider. Operating above the PLIMIT set level will cause the output signal to clip.
PLIMIT allows operating with output power specified at a predetermined THD level.

AGL is a non-clipping voltage limiter that sets the amplifier closed loop gain to a predetermined Vrms
value. This value is also programmed by external voltage divider.

PLIMIT sets the voltage rail. AGL sets the Vrms level.
• Section 2 describes how to set the PLIMIT and AGL threshold by LIMTHRES voltage
• Section 3 describes the PLIMIT function amplifier
• Section 4 describes the AGL function of the amplifier
• Section 5 describes the typical operation of PLIMIT and AGL

2 Limiter Threshold, LIMTHRES
The AGL and PLIMIT voltage threshold is set by the applied LIMTHRES voltage. The LIMTHRES voltage
is programmed by a voltage divider from GVDD to GND to set the desired voltage threshold for the AGL
or PLIMIT operation.

Figure 1. TPA3140D2 LIMTHRES Voltage Divider

The limiting is done by limiting the amplifier output voltage to a fixed preset value. This limit can be
thought of as a "virtual" voltage rail which is lower than the PVCC supply. This virtual rail is 4 times the
voltage at the LIMTHRES pin. This output voltage can be used to calculate the maximum output voltage
(unclipped using AGL and clipped using PLIMIT) and power for given LIMTHRES voltage and speaker
impedance.

where
• RS is the total series resistance including RDS(on) and any resistance in the output filter.
• RL is the load resistance. VP is the peak amplitude of the output possible within the supply rail.
• VP = 4 × LIMTHRES voltage if VP < PVCC

• POUT = Maximum unclipped output power. 10% THD using PLIMIT: 1.25 × PMAX (unclipped) (1)

Increasing the LIMTHRES voltage from a given value increases the maximum output voltage swing until it
equals PVCC.
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Adjusting LIMTHRES to a higher value will disable both the AGL and PLIMIT function and will offer highest
available, clipped, output power; however, it is always advised to use the LIMTHRES function if PVCC is
higher than nominal value to prevent shutdown due to overcurrent protection or to reduce the frequency of
thermal foldback events. If LIMTHRES is applied at too high voltage, higher than PVCC nominal value, an
overcurrent shutdown can occur with low load impedance. To disable the AGL or PLIMIT function, the
PLIMIT pin is simply connected to GVDD

3 Clipped Power Limiter, PLIMIT
The PLIMIT operation will, if selected, limit the output voltage level below the supply rail. In this case the
amplifier operates as if it was powered by a lower supply voltage, thereby limiting the output power by
voltage clipping. PLIMIT threshold is set by the LIMTHRES pin voltage. Figure 2 shows the function of the
clipped power limiter PLIMIT whereas Figure 3 shows the AGL function.

Figure 2. Clipped Power Limiter, PLIMIT

Figure 3. Unclipped Power Limiter, AGL

4 Automatic Gain Limiter, AGL
The gain limit threshold of AGL adjusts the input gain control with a fast attack. When the input
approaches the gain-limit threshold, the audio output is being attenuated without clipping. Fast attack
helps prevent high output distortion and reduce output power when the input signal is much higher than
the limit threshold. AGL will also reduce the amount of high frequency audio energy fed to a tweeter in a
2-way speaker, thus protecting the speaker and increasing overall system reliability. The AGL release
speed is slow and adjustable so audible artifacts are minimized.

The AGL functions by attenuating the amplifier input signal in steps of 0.5 dB, with a maximum of 12 dB
(24 steps). The attenuation will occur with a controlled attack and release speed given by a fixed time for
each gain step.
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4.1 Gain Release Speed
The AGL release speed is set by an external voltage divider (LIMRATE voltage). LIMRATE voltage can be
used to select different modes, disabling audio limiter, hard clip action (PLIMIT operation), non-adjustable
fast, medium or slow rates. Figure 4 and Table 1 show the attack and release timing of the AGL function.

Table 1. AGL Attack/Release Speed

LIMRATE Voltage Mode AGL Attack Time TFB Attack Time AGL/TFB Release Time
GVDD Fast 40 μs 200 ms 400 ms

2/3 × GVDD Medium 80 μs 400 ms 800 ms
1/3 × GVDD Slow 160 μs 800 ms 1600 ms

GND PLIMIT Disabled Disabled Disabled

Figure 4. TPA3140D2 AGL Attack/Release

The AGL attack level is controlled by the voltage on the LIMTHRES pin. To prevent oscillation behavior
with a constant audio signal, a release level for the AGL is made slightly lower than the attack level.

Figure 5. TPA3140D2 AGL Attack/Release Levels
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5 Output Power Control with PLIMIT and AGL
By adjusting the maximum output voltage (and thereby the output power) to the same peak voltage level,
the maximum output power is larger using the PLIMIT function than when using the AGL due to the
allowed clipping of the output signal. A 10% THD output power (with PLIMIT) will be about 25% higher
than maximum unclipped output power (using the AGL). Table 2 shows the typical operation of the PLIMIT
and AGL functions.

Figure 6. TPA3140D2 LIMTHRES Voltage

Table 2. PLIMIT, AGL Typical Operation

LIMTHRES R to GND R to GVDD PLIMIT Output Power AGL Output PowerTest Conditions Voltage (V) (Ω) (Ω) (W), 10% THD (W), Unclipped
PVCC = 12 V, RL = 6 Ω 1.9 33 k 82 k 6 4.75
PVCC = 12 V, RL = 6 Ω 2.19 39 k 82 k 8 6.5
PVCC = 12 V, RL = 6 Ω 2.45 39 k 68 k 10 8
PVCC = 13 V, RL = 8 Ω 2.19 39 k 82 k 6 4.75
PVCC = 13 V, RL = 8 Ω 2.53 39 k 68 k 8 6.5
PVCC = 13 V, RL = 8 Ω 2.83 47 k 68 k 10 8
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Figure 7. LIMTHRES Voltage vs Output Power with 6-Ω Load

Figure 8. LIMTHRES Voltage vs Output Power with 8-Ω Load
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6 Thermal Foldback (TFB)
The TPA3140D2 Thermal Foldback (TFB) is designed to protect the TPA3140D2 in case of excessive
temperature, power output, or limited thermal dissipation in a system. The TFB works by reducing the
TPA3140D2 closed-loop gain in steps of 0.5 dB (a maximum of 12 dB attenuation), if the TFB trip point is
exceeded. Once the die temperature drops below the TFB trip point, the TPA3140D2 closed-loop gain is
increased by single or multiple 0.5-dB steps. The TFB gain adjustment is applied with a ramp speed
selectable by the LIMRATE pin setting as shown in Table 1.

WARNING
EXPORT NOTICE
Recipient agrees to not knowingly export or re-export, directly or
indirectly, any product or technical data (as defined by the U.S.,
EU, and other Export Administration Regulations) including
software, or any controlled product restricted by other applicable
national regulations, received from Disclosing party under this
Agreement, or any direct product of such technology, to any
destination to which such export or re-export is restricted or
prohibited by U.S. or other applicable laws, without obtaining prior
authorization from U.S. Department of Commerce and other
competent Government authorities to the extent required by those
laws. This provision shall survive termination or expiration of this
Agreement. According to our best knowledge of the state and end-
use of this product or technology, and in compliance with the
export control regulations of dual-use goods in force in the origin
and exporting countries, this technology is classified as follows:
US ECCN: 3E991
EU ECCN: EAR99
And may require export or re-export license for shipping it in
compliance with the applicable regulations of certain countries.
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IMPORTANT NOTICE

Texas Instruments Incorporated and its subsidiaries (TI) reserve the right to make corrections, enhancements, improvements and other
changes to its semiconductor products and services per JESD46, latest issue, and to discontinue any product or service per JESD48, latest
issue. Buyers should obtain the latest relevant information before placing orders and should verify that such information is current and
complete. All semiconductor products (also referred to herein as “components”) are sold subject to TI’s terms and conditions of sale
supplied at the time of order acknowledgment.
TI warrants performance of its components to the specifications applicable at the time of sale, in accordance with the warranty in TI’s terms
and conditions of sale of semiconductor products. Testing and other quality control techniques are used to the extent TI deems necessary
to support this warranty. Except where mandated by applicable law, testing of all parameters of each component is not necessarily
performed.
TI assumes no liability for applications assistance or the design of Buyers’ products. Buyers are responsible for their products and
applications using TI components. To minimize the risks associated with Buyers’ products and applications, Buyers should provide
adequate design and operating safeguards.
TI does not warrant or represent that any license, either express or implied, is granted under any patent right, copyright, mask work right, or
other intellectual property right relating to any combination, machine, or process in which TI components or services are used. Information
published by TI regarding third-party products or services does not constitute a license to use such products or services or a warranty or
endorsement thereof. Use of such information may require a license from a third party under the patents or other intellectual property of the
third party, or a license from TI under the patents or other intellectual property of TI.
Reproduction of significant portions of TI information in TI data books or data sheets is permissible only if reproduction is without alteration
and is accompanied by all associated warranties, conditions, limitations, and notices. TI is not responsible or liable for such altered
documentation. Information of third parties may be subject to additional restrictions.
Resale of TI components or services with statements different from or beyond the parameters stated by TI for that component or service
voids all express and any implied warranties for the associated TI component or service and is an unfair and deceptive business practice.
TI is not responsible or liable for any such statements.
Buyer acknowledges and agrees that it is solely responsible for compliance with all legal, regulatory and safety-related requirements
concerning its products, and any use of TI components in its applications, notwithstanding any applications-related information or support
that may be provided by TI. Buyer represents and agrees that it has all the necessary expertise to create and implement safeguards which
anticipate dangerous consequences of failures, monitor failures and their consequences, lessen the likelihood of failures that might cause
harm and take appropriate remedial actions. Buyer will fully indemnify TI and its representatives against any damages arising out of the use
of any TI components in safety-critical applications.
In some cases, TI components may be promoted specifically to facilitate safety-related applications. With such components, TI’s goal is to
help enable customers to design and create their own end-product solutions that meet applicable functional safety standards and
requirements. Nonetheless, such components are subject to these terms.
No TI components are authorized for use in FDA Class III (or similar life-critical medical equipment) unless authorized officers of the parties
have executed a special agreement specifically governing such use.
Only those TI components which TI has specifically designated as military grade or “enhanced plastic” are designed and intended for use in
military/aerospace applications or environments. Buyer acknowledges and agrees that any military or aerospace use of TI components
which have not been so designated is solely at the Buyer's risk, and that Buyer is solely responsible for compliance with all legal and
regulatory requirements in connection with such use.
TI has specifically designated certain components as meeting ISO/TS16949 requirements, mainly for automotive use. In any case of use of
non-designated products, TI will not be responsible for any failure to meet ISO/TS16949.
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